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Abstract
The existence of the Suramadu (Surabaya Madura) bridge connecting Java island and Madura island has a huge impact
on the crossing ferry sector of Port of Ujung Surabaya to Port of Kamal Madura. The decreasing of users in the
crossing service has to result in the unused vessels that have been operating on this crossing route. Abolishing toll
road fee in Suramadu bridge in 2018 resulted in a huge decreasing number of crossing service passengers in 2008 to
2009 reached 2.9 million passengers which caused the management of ASDP to lose 15 Billion rupiah per-year in
average due to large operational costs and lack of passengers. On another hand, the trend of tourist visits to Surabaya
continued to increase with an average increase of 4% from 2010 to 2015 making the Surabaya city government
continue to look for ways to develop tourism in Surabaya. The utilization of ASDP ships originally used to serve the
crossing can be converted into Suramadu tourist ships to develop the tourism attractions in Surabaya. The conversion
of the ship can also help in overcoming the losses sustained by the ASDP.
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1. Introduction

On 27 October 2018, the Suramadu Bridge was officially changed by President Joko Widodo to become a free-of-cost
bridge that can be passed by all people. This has an impact on the shift of users of the Ujung-Kamal Port crossing,
both individual passengers, motorists of 2-wheeled vehicles and 4-wheeled vehicles. and travelers who want to return
to their hometowns. However, after the Suramadu bridge, boat users prefer to use the freeway to cross. One of the
reasons is because the tariff between crossings is quite expensive compared to using the Suramadu Bridge for free,
free of charge. In addition, the Suramadu Bridge, which is a connecting bridge, can also be crossed with a duration of
approximately 30 minutes, with a route of 5.4 kilometers. (Detik.com, 2019)
The impact of this switching of ferry users has made Ujung and Kamal ports deserted and often suffer losses. Likewise,
the number of ships operating on this route, which used to be 19 ships, is now reduced to 3 ships. PT ASDP as the
owner of the KMP Jokotole ship which operates the Ujung-Kamal Port route often experiences losses due to no
passengers and operational costs that continue to increase as the ship ages. Therefore, it is necessary to initiate
operational changes and innovations for KMP Jokotole so that it can survive amid difficult circumstances. This
research will focus on the structural and the costs for all units on the ship conversion, comparing the revenues and
profit of the operationals before and after the conversion, and how this ship conersion will be renewing the use of
ships operating in Ujung-Kamal.

1.1 Objectives

There are a few objectives on this research, to make sure the conversion of this ship will bring benefits and positivity
for the economic and tourism. Therefore, the main objectives are
1. Knowing the existing conditions of the Ujung-Kamal crossing after being affected by the Suramadu bridge from an
operational and financial perspective
2. Converting KMP Jokotole ship in order to reduce operational and financial losses affected by the operational of
Suramadu Bridge connecting Madura Island and Java Island
3. Increase the tourism potential in the Madura Islands and the city of Surabaya
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2. Literature Review
2.1 Ujung Port

Ujung Port is a crossing port located in Tanjung Perak, Surabaya City. This port connects Surabaya with Madura
Island, namely at Kamal Port, Bangkalan Regency. This port is managed by PT ASDP Indonesia Ferry (Persero).
Once upon a time, Ujjung Port was a port with a dense crowd due to being the only source of crossing transportation
between Surabaya City and Madura Island.
Figure 2.1 Ujung Port location in Tanjung Perak Port, Surabaya

(google.co.id/maps)

2.2 Kamal Port

Kamal Port is a ferry port in Kamal District, Bangkalan Madura Regency. Just like Ujung Port, this port connects
Madura Island and Java Island, namely at the Port of Ujung, Surabaya City. This port is managed by PT ASDP
Indonesia Ferry (Persero). Prior to the operation of the Suramadu Bridge in 2009, Kamal Port was the main gateway
to and out of Madura Island. The voyage from Kamal Port to Ujung Surabaya Harbor takes about 30 minutes by ferry
across the Madura Strait. Since the operation of the Suramadu Bridge, the port users have experienced a decline,
causing PT ASDP Ujung-Kamal to be on the verge of collapse. (Apriliani, 2016)
Figure 2.2 Kamal Port location in Madura Island

(google.co.id/maps)
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This port has several ships which are notoriously small. The ship that operates here is quite unique. For example KMP
Jokotole, KMP Trunojoyo, KMP Potre Koneng, Since the operation of the Suramadu bridge, ship passengers have
become quiet, but ASDP will still operate this port even though they have to reduce vehicle and passenger rates.

2.3 Suramadu Bridge

The longest bridge in the Republic of Indonesia has a length of up to 35,384 meters with 4 lanes and 2 directions as
wide as 3.5 meters. Inaugurated in 2009, has a long history and began construction in 2003. It's just that, the
construction time was delayed by 6 years so that it was only inaugurated in 2009. This bridge that crosses the Madura
Strait connects Java Island (located in the city of Surabaya) and Madura Island ( located in Bangkalan, Kamal).
Figure 2.3 Suramadu Bridge Construction in Madura Strait, Indonesia

(google.co.id/Suramadubridge)

It is initiated that with the construction of this bridge, it can increase the distribution of income and development in
the Surabaya region to the Madura region, as well as the population, considering that the Surabaya area is increasingly
densely populated with urbanization, most of whom come from the Madura region, the government hopes that with
economic equality this can reduce the rate of urbanization. However, at the same time reducing user enthusiasts from
crossing ships as a mode of transportation that used to connect the two islands. (Sodik, 2019)

2.4 KMP Jokotole

KMP Jokotole is one of the ships owned by PT. ASDP which operates in Ujung-Kamal Port with cargo of passengers,
2-wheeled vehicles and 4-wheeled vehicles.
Figure 2.4 KMP Jokotole operational route in Port of Ujung-Kamal

(google.co.id/maps)
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This type of ship is the Roll on-Roll off (Ro-Ro Ferry) which was built in 1976 and is now 45 years old. The ship
construction used is steel, the classification used is the Indonesian Classification Bureau (BKI). The ship specifications
are as listed below:

Table 2.1 The ship dimension of KMP Jokotole

Ship Data
Name

KMP JOKOTOLE

Type of Ship

Ro-Ro Ferry

LoA (Leght)

31,5

m

Lpp

29,9

m

B

9,00

m

T

1,3

m

H

3,1

m

Vs

8

knot

Age of Ship

44

years old

Payload

182

Passengers

20

Motorcycle

17

Car

40.565

Kg

39.957

Ton

GT

192

DWT

150

Crew

21

Person

The ticket price for using this ship is Rp. 10,000 for passenger users, Rp. 15,000 for users of 2-wheeled motorbikes
and 46,000 for users of 4-wheeled cars. (Apriliani, 2016)
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3. Methods

The methods used in this research are Supply and Demand for knowing the existing condition of passengers in KMP
Jokotole and Benefit Cost Ratio for knowing the benefits after the ship’s conversion, also the cost for converting the
ship. (Koros, 2017)

4. Data Collection

This research data collection methods is indirect data collecting (secondary). This data collection is done with retrieve
data related to the problems in this research. As for the datas required, are:
1. Secondary data collection is done by collecting data owned by PT ASDP Indonesia Ferry (Persero) or the private
crossing as a user sea transportation operator, namely PT. Dharma Lautan Utama, etc.
2. Secondary data collection by collecting ticket prices for the 3 segmentations of passengers (Passengers, two wheels
motorcycle and four wheels car)
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3. The data needed are:

Amount of passengers in KMP Jokotole from 2013-2019, Ticket prices for the 3 segmentations of passengers
(Passengers, two wheels motorcycle and four wheels car), Structural cost for second hand ships, Operational costs for
KMP Jokotole, Port costs for KMP Jokotole at Port of Kamal and Ujung, Existing condition of the tourism spots at
Kamal, Madura Island.

5. Results and Discussion
5.1 Numerical Results

For converting the KMP Jokotole into a Cruise ship, here are few costs to be paid:
Table 5.1 List of components in converting KMP Jokotole
No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Item
Cost
Building Dinner Room
Rp
67.002.000
Building Kitchen
Rp
33.501.000
Rebuild floor first deck
Rp 410.125.000,00
Rebuild floor second deck
Rp 410.125.000,00
Cutting of Top Deck
Rp
21.900.000,00
Construction Labor
Rp
99.351.000,00
Furniture
Rp 200.200.000,00
Shipyard
Rp
92.075.300,00
Total
Rp 1.334.279.300,00
• Rebuilding Dinner Room
Length x Width x Height
= 25,6 x 9 x 3
Plat needs (6 mm, 5 x 20 feet)
= 6 plat
• Rebuilding Kitchen Room
Length x Width x Height
= 4.5 x 3 x 3
Plat needs (6 mm, 5 x 20 feet) = 3 plat
• Rebuild Floor First Deck
Length x width
= 25,6 x 9
• Rebuild Floor Second Deck
Length x width
= 25,6 x 9
• Cutting Upper deck
Length x width x Height = 8 x 9 x 2,5

The structural rebuild for the KMP Jokotole needed are Dinner room rebuilding, Kitchen room rebuilding, First Deck
rebuilding, Second Deck rebuilding, and Cutting for the Upper deck. In this reconstruction, for the Furniture costs
itself are additional costs that are used to complement the needs of the tour boats such as dining tables, stages, band
instruments, and stages.
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Figure 5 1 Design of ASDP Cruise from Side

Figure 5 2 Design of ASDP Cruise Ship

Figure 5 3 Lay Out Main Deck of ASDP Cruise Ship

Figure 5 4 Lay Out Second Dack of ASDP Cruise Ship
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From the picture above, it can be seen that the conversion from KMP Jokotole as a Ro-Ro Ferry to a Cruise Ship is
making the ship into a multifunction ship with more features includes. The Grand design itself for the main deck
consist of Dinning Room, and for the second deck is available for entertainments and the sea view completed with a
mini bar for a perfect condiment in Cruise Ship.

5.2 Graphical Results

After the supply and demand analysis was done with the data collected, the next calculation is to count the income of
PT ASDP as the operator of the ship KMP Jokotole at Ujung- Kamal port. From the data and the calculation here is
the graphic that shows the income of PT ASDP Ujung-Kamal.
Chart 1 The income of PT ASDP in Ujung-Kamal Port

Income ASDP Ujung-Kamal
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5.3 Proposed Improvements

ASDP continues to experience a decline in income every year. Where can we see in the graph above that passengers,
2-wheeled vehicles and 4-wheeled vehicles from 2011 to 2019 have continued to experience a decline, resulting in a
decrease in income.
Table 5.2 The comparison of costs for ship conversion
Existing Ship
Rp
Rp 2.205.360.960,74
Rp 4.484.542.311,27
Rp 6.712.864.367,89

Capital Cost
Operating Cost
Voyage Cost
Total

Tourism Cruise
Rp
230.490.604,56
Rp 3.995.911.800,00
Rp
923.206.323,60
Rp 5.149.608.728,16

From the table above, it can be seen the amount of operational costs of existing ships and tourist boats. The cost of
operating an existing ship requires a large amount of money compared to the operation of a tourist boat. So that with
the load factor of crossing service users which is decreasing every year, it causes considerable losses for the ASDP
Table 5. 3 The detail of each Income, Revenues in the KMP Jokotole and Tourism Ship
Persentase`
Eksisting
Inovation

Income/trip

Revenue/trip

50%
30%
100%

Rp
Rp
Rp

2.902.000,00 Rp
1.741.200,00 -Rp
15.604.874,93 Rp

75%

Rp

15.604.874,93

Income/year

804.885,23
355.914,77
7.802.437,47

Rp
Rp
Rp

Rp 17.555.484,30

Rp
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9.289.302.000,00 Rp
5.573.581.200,00 -Rp
7.724.413.092,24 Rp
5.149.608.728,16 Rp

Revenue/year
2.576.437.632,11
1.139.283.167,89
2.574.804.364,08
643.701.091,02
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In the table above, it can be shown that the operation of a tourist boat is more profitable compared to operating an
existing ferry. This is because the ferry is a ship whose operation is liner, that is, it is carried out on a scheduled basis.
Where at this time the crossing conditions are quiet and the level of use of the ferry is only 30% causing ASDP to
suffer losses. While the tour boat can be profitable because the tour boat can be operated through an order policy
where when the user's condition is in accordance with the load factor limits that have been set, the tour boat can be
operated.

5.4 Validation

Based on the calculations, the final step for the validation is the Benefit and Cost Ratio. Here is the calculation of the
costs in converting KMP Jokotole into A Cruise ship:
Table 5.4 Tangiable benefits of KMP Jokotole conversion.
Komponen Manfaat (Benefits)

Indicators

Benefits Receiver

Unit

Exsisting Ship

Cruise Ship

Tangiable
1 Increase of Income
2 Increase of Revenue

Operational Cost
Operational Cost

ASDP
ASDP

Rp/tahun Rp 5.573.581.200,00 Rp 7.724.413.092,24
Rp/tahun -Rp 1.139.283.167,89 Rp 2.574.804.364,08

And here is the Intangiable benefit calculation after converting KMP Jokotole into a Cruise Ship:
Table 5.5 the Intangiable benefits of converting KMP Jokotole into Cruise Ship
Intangiable
Komponen Manfaat (Benefits)
Indicators
1 Attractiveness of tourism in Surabaya Tangiable no 2
2 Attractiveness of tourism in Bangkalan Tangiable no 2

Benefits Receiver
Government
Government

6. Conclusion

In the BCR analysis, it is known that there are advantages in operating a tour boat in the form of tangiable and
intangiable benefits. The tangiable benefits are in the form of increased income and increased profitability due to the
operation of tour boats. In the operation of the tourist boat, income is obtained around Rp 7,724,413,092 and a profit
of Rp

Component
PV Total Cost
PV Benefit

Existing
Rp 73.611.897.087,94
Rp 79.182.681.840,34

Recent
Rp
56.644.832.283
Rp 109.739.092.755,38

BCR Inovation

1,9

2,574,804,364. The benefits of intangiables obtained from the operation are the emergence of new tourist attractions
in the cities of Surabaya and Bangkalan.
Table 6.1 Recapitulations and comparation of the existing condition and the converted ship benefit

In addition, in the calculation of the BCR Analysis, the BCR value is 1.9. The BCR value which shows the number
1.9 indicates that this idea can be said to be feasible to be realized. From this calculation can be concluded the existing
conditions of the Ujung-Kamal crossing after being affected by the Suramadu is the loss of passengers, and the loss
of revenue which affect the loss of benefits. (Ekada, 2014)
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Converting KMP Jokotole ship also could be concluded to reduce operational and financial losses affected by the
operational of Suramadu Bridge connecting Madura Island and Java Island because the use of this ship has been
changed into a tourism spot, differentiate itself from the use of Suramadu Bridge.
The conversion of this ship also possibly increase the tourism potential in the Madura Islands and the city of Surabaya
because of the alternative of tourism spot in East ava.
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